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About the Studio (short abstract) 
foam Studio is a brand image consultancy. 
As a commercial service spin-off from art studio ZEITGUISED, it develops bespoke visual brand worlds for global image 
campaigns. 
foam’s service exceptionally unites two assets. At the base: a beautiful analogue photography look achieved by an 
artisan craft approach to simulation technology. At the helm: a conceptual process that incorporates the unbound 
creativity of the diverse studio members and the efficiency of 20 years of ZEITGUISED knowledge. 
The development and production unity of foam is the perfect wish-fulfilling machine satisfying the image demands of 
brands in a multitude of scales and media formats from print to VR. foam specialises in fields such as future materials, 
advanced mobility, characterful products, and lifestyle trends. 
 
 
PR Text (full length) 
foam Studio is a brand image consultancy. 
As a commercial spin-off from the award-winning art house ZEITGUISED, foam Studio was established to service 
clients with exploring their brand image potentials and producing outstanding communications. foam is usually tasked 
(or commissioned) by established and up-and-coming clients to develop unseen, bespoke visual worlds that set them 
apart from their competition in global image campaigns. 
Being foremost a full service design research lab and visual trend studio, foam excels at conceptualizing visuals in close 
collaboration with its clients. In-house visual product research and presentation are  the studio’s key endeavours as 
foam is able to harness the 20 years of conceptual design knowledge and  experience of ZEITGUISED. When it comes to 
setting visual trends, finding the unseen, outstanding and persuasive imagery, foam is able to translate those ideas into 
efficient and prolific processes. The members of the studio are all established directors who come from  diverse 
backgrounds such as fine art, industrial and graphic design, and filmmaking. 

http://www.zeitguised.com/
http://www.zeitguised.com/


foam Studio masters digital 3D design, one of the key technologies to current and future manufacturing and image 
making. By employing both, advanced technologies and exceptional manual craft, foam Studios’ simulation of real life 
materials and natural light flaunts a characterful, uncompromising photography look. Performing on the highest end of 
production value, foam’s images don’t appear synthetic and exist far from the conventional cg realm. Instead, they 
allow for a feeling of analogue warmth and poetic craft.  With these superb production capabilities, foam is able to 
wrangle large scale projects inhouse. 
Being entirely digital, the work is easily adaptable to all media formats from rendered stills to animations, AR/VR and 
physical 3d prints, be it products, packaging, presentation, installations, trade fairs, shops, out-of-home experiences 
and exhibitions to name the most common. 
Current specialty areas of the studio have crystallized around future materials, advanced mobility, characterful products 
and lifestyle trends. 
 
 
Client List Selection: 
https://foam.studio/clients (brand logo image) 
 
ABSOLUT, ADOBE, APPLE, ASICS, CHANEL, DIOR, DROPBOX, HUGO BOSS, INSTAGRAM, KVADRAT, MARNI, 
MERCEDES BENZ, NIKE, ESQUIRE, HARRODS, HENNESSY, PRADA, PEUGEOT, TOYOTA, HONDA, LEXUS, LE 
MERIDIEN HOTELS, ADC, AOL, ITSNICETHAT, WIRED, IBM, SONY, SAMSUNG, MAXON, MOTOROLA, MTV, MUNKEN, 
THE TIMES, TVASAHI, PUBLICIS, TARGET, DARTY, BANQUE POPULAIRE, BASF, BECKS, COVESTRO, GROLSCH, EE, 
BRITISH TELECOM, CANAL PLUS, HÄAGEN DAZS, FREY CHOCOLATIERS, SPACE10, VERIZON, VODAFONE 
 
Link to Reel: 
www.foam.studio/reel 
 
Images for Media (print stills, logos and animated gifs) 
foam Dropbox Folder 
 
Press Contact 
Tine von Istler 
tine@foam.studio 
+49 3048625740 
 
Portfolio Website 
www.foam.studio 
 
Social 
https://www.instagram.com/foam.studio/ 
https://www.facebook.com/foamstudioberlin/ 
 
Studio Address 
foam Studio GmbH & Co. KG 
Torstrasse 15 
10119 Berlin 
+49 30 48625740 
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